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A B S T R A C T
The USA is spreading their political, military, economic, scientific, artistic and cultural mission throughout the
world. The aim of this paper is to bring to the attention the Americanization of the Croatian language particularly evi-
dent in the newly adopted language manners, in teenage language, in specialist languages, in the field of advertising
and in political correctness. The spread of Americanization of the Croatian language has both negative and positive ef-
fects. Positive effects can be ragarded as enrichment of the Croatian language, whereas the negative ones endanger its
deep structure. Positive effects should be supported and negative minimized through the cooperation between experts in
linguistics and politics.
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It is really rare for speakers to create completely new
words. When a suitable word exists in another language,
the easiest thing in the world is to adopt that word rather
than to make up an original one from nothing... When
new concepts, creatures, artefacts, institutions, religions
etc. are encountered or introduced through contact with
speakers of another language, the words for them from
the source language tend to be retained.
(Katamba1, 194–6)
Introduction
The infiltration of the English language on the Conti-
nent is closely connected with the so-called nineteenth-
-century discovery of England2. Since then there has
been a continuous linguistic relationship, or in other
words linguistic Anglicisation between English and other
European languages – and Croatian is no exception. The
ways in which the English language has been influencing
Croatian can be divided into general English influences
going through specific and identifiable Americanisms to
the sort of indirect influences leading to the appearance
of pseudo-anglicisms.
Anglo-Croatian cultural relations showed some inter-
esting features in the first half of the nineteenth century
when the new Croatian literary language and modern
Croatian literature were being created3. Croatian cul-
tural history in that period was under the strong influ-
ence of primarily Austria followed by Germany, Italy and
France. However, the study of this literary period proved
that English influences on the Croatian literature of that
time were quite remarkable4.
The intermediary function of certain European lan-
guages should be emphasized, especially of German and
French. They transmitted a certain number of English
words to Croatian. Although Croatia has a strong con-
nection with the USA through a respectable number of
Croatian immigrants (about two million of them) most
English borrowings were in the British English (BrE)
form. According to Görlach5Americanisms normally date
from the second half of this century and many of them
were mediated through BrE and there is no sign that
American English (AmE) will replace BrE in the near fu-
ture. Opposed to the statement of Görlach, this paper
proves a booming influence of omnipresent Angloameri-
canisms6,7,8,9, and at the same time the Americanization
of the Croatian language under the influence of global-
ization and the expression of the cultural globalization10.
English language as a means of globalization should be
differed from the previously mentioned linguistic Angli-
cisation, because in the English as a means of globaliza-
tion the American influence prevails.
One may observe not only economic, political, and cul-
tural but also linguistic globalization in the contempo-
rary world. It is represented by global English being in-
troduced and promoted especially as »the U.S. brand,«
the embodiment of not only vocabulary, but also political,
economic and other types of discourse connected with
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U.S. presence on the world arena. As S.K. Sonntag11
notes, global English cannot be determined by the num-
ber of its speakers and its geographical spread; the lan-
guage includes a cultural and political context associated
with globalization which means the loss of diversity and
increasing homogenization. On the other hand, global
English sustains resistance from other languages’ native
speakers, with one result being a »glocal« product by way
of »World Englishes.« In an era of globalization, multi-
cultural societies and cross-cultural interaction are the
new reality. Global English is introduced by Angloameri-
canisms, which are English transferences comprising
lexical, morphosemantic, semi- and pseudotransferences.
Those are lexemes imported from British or American
variant of English into French, German, Spanish etc.
The element Anglo- refers to the country of origin Eng-
land or Great Britain respectively. It can also include the
countries where English is a national language. On the
other hand the element American- refers to the country
of origin America or the USA respectively12.
In order to prove the process of the Americanization
of the Croatian language the American influence in the
field of modern technology, teenage language, language
manners and specialist languages is analyzed in this paper.
English as a Global Language
Global English is »a part of globalization, the cause, the pro-
cess, the product of globalization, a defining characteristic of lin-
guistic globalization« (S.K. Sonntag, 2003: 113, 117).
During the last six decades the number of English
speakers has increased to such an extent that it largely
exceeds the number of English mother-tongue speakers.
It is worth mentioning that in the Shakespearean era
English was mainly spoken by mother-tongue speakers,
i.e. by just seven million people13. Nowadays, native
speakers make up only a sixth of the total number of
English speakers. Thus, English can be defined as a uni-
versally spread or global language. According to Crystal14
English users are all those who can use English in some
way, even if very modestly. Regarding the number of
English users – between 1,5 and 2 billion people and its
global role, English is used for more purposes than ever
before. It is the language of technological and scientific
development, international commerce and trade, the in-
ternational tourist industry, diplomacy, sports, popular
culture or the popular media, pop music, advertising, the
Internet, and of course, teenage slang. The reasons for
such a situation are of a sociolinguistic and non-linguis-
tic nature.
Closely associated with its global position of power is
its economic, technological, cultural and linguistic influ-
ence upon other languages. David Crystal15, for example,
sees many reasons for linguistic concern because the
public is still unaware that the world is facing a linguistic
crisis on an unprecedented scale. The biggest threat
would be English continuing to grow as it has been grow-
ing up to now. Maybe one day it will be the only language
left to learn. From Crystal’s point of view such a scenario
would be the greatest intellectual disaster that the planet
has ever known. Crystal’s concern is expressed in his lat-
ter book entitled »Language Death« from 2004 which fol-
lowed his book »English as a global language« published
in 1997.
Current status of English
Spreading of English language throughout the world
was influenced on the one hand by British colonial ex-
pansion from 17th till 19th century and on the other
hand by the transformation of the USA into a world
super-power and world model16.
The main topic of our study is the influence of the
USA on the Croatian language, because during the Brit-
ish expansion English was a lingua franca of the social
elite in different countries and in the 20th and 21st cen-
tury it is getting owned by the majority of users.
Considering the countries that were or still are under
a direct economic and political influence of Great Britain
and the USA and where English is used as a consequence
of the British or American expansion – ethnocentered
use17, the current situation of English as a global lan-
guage is not influenced by national affiliation or by his-
torical colonial circumstances. It is indeed of non-ethno-
centered nature and defined by the prestigious status of
the English language and practical reasons such as busi-
ness, technological progress or participation in global
cultural and subcultural styles. English is, for example,
also being used in countries like China or Arab countries
which are ideologically totally opposed to the USA18.
In spite of this, in various parts of the world the ten-
dency is growing to reduce or weaken the incursion of the
English language or words. Many countries where Eng-
lish is used on a very large scale (the Philippines, India)
try to set limitations on the use of English on ethnically
less encumbered subjects; or in other words on the area
involving ethnic features to a lesser extent. As a conse-
quence, in the Philipinnes, English is used for the teach-
ing of mathematics and other natural sciences, while
Pilipino is used for the acquisition of the culturally col-
oured curriculum like history, civil law, literature and
others19.
Regarding the situation with Croatian, the sociolin-
guistic context of language borrowing from English is of
a completely different nature than borrowing from, for
example, Hungarian, German or Italian with which Cro-
atian was in direct contact. First of all, contacts with
Hungarian, German and Italian belong to the past, be-
cause Hungarisms, Germanisms and Galicisms are very
rarely borrowed nowadays, while the mass influx of
Angloamericanisms into other languages and Croatian,
as well, is a part of more recent history. The adoption of
Hungarian, German and Italian elements was carried
out on the regional and not on the global level. By con-
trast, Angloamericanisms are borrowed globally, i.e. on
the level of the complete system.
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The influence of English on Croatian is almost always
motivated by cultural-civilizational and scientific-techni-
cal reasons, i.e. by the need for words defining new
things and terms borrowed from the English language
and civilization. On the other hand there are very many
reasons closely connected with prestige and linguistic
snobbery in borrowing the Angloamerican language and
culture as an embodiment of the high quality, modern
and, of course, more successful way of life. Through vari-
ous media Angloamericanisms penetrate all the spheres
of life and the presence of English is evident on the im-
personal level, as well as in the area of international com-
munication and new technologies and on the personal
level especially among young people, the so called global
teenagers20, in the urban environment.
Enrichment or endangering
The spread of English has both positive and negative
effects. One part of the public is enthusiastic and even
fascinated by its spread and the other is fearful of Eng-
lish. Native and non-native speakers of English share
mixed feelings. Native speakers can be proud of their lan-
guage being so widespread around the world. They also
may be concerned about the changes, i.e. a decline in
standards in their language caused by non- native speak-
ers. Non-native speakers are, on the one hand, motivated
to learn the global language because it facilitates commu-
nication with people around the world and it gives them
access to information and knowledge. On the other hand,
they can consider themselves at a disadvantage if com-
pared with native speakers who can use the language
more efficiently. Such feelings would always arise no
matter which language emerged as a global one. It ap-
pears that, only full recognition of the complexity of the
spread of English allows a correct and non-biased assess-
ment of its full range of positive and negative effects.
Some authors like Crystal21 and Zimmer22 see poten-
tially negative effects of the global spread of English in
the following areas: the threat to existing languages, i.e.
the reduction of the role of other languages, the rapid en-
dangering and death of many minority languages across
the world which is very closely connected with issues of
cultural identity in an increasingly globalized culture.
According to Crystal23 only 600 of 6,000 languages in the
world are »safe« from the threat of extinction. The cur-
rent crisis is also evident in the influx of a large number
of English words into local languages with an impact on
their structure and very probably leading to their decay.
The latter can prove that the extensive use of English in
everyday communication among non-native speakers
sharing the same native language, could result in a new
kind of fusion between English and other languages,
which is very often a topic of the polemical process moni-
toring the influence of English on local languages. So far
English has appeared in a disguised form in hybrids
called: Spanglish, Chinglish, Finglish, Greeklish, Frang-
lais, Denglish. Denglish combines Deutsch and English
and is used, for example, when customers in a baby-store
are bemused by the slogan »Let’s have intercourse« which
is used in a completely wrong way and it sounds funny
and sad at the same time, due to the fact that intercourse
is used in the meaning of sexual intercourse and the




Croatian, like most other European languages, first
came into linguistic contact with the British variant of
English. The situation can be compared with the case of
the Slovene language described by Sicherl24. With Brit-
ain’s rise to a major European political and economic
power, the intensity of contacts increased, and English as
a donor language to Croatian has remained a constant
source of new vocabulary items ever since. Nowadays,
the feeling prevails that the English element in Croatian
vocabulary has reached remarkable proportions. The log-
ical consequence is very often a felt need for the native
language to be protected from the intense and omnipres-
ent influence of English borrowings.
The topic of this study deals mainly with indirect or
intermediary contact between Croatian and English as it
has been taking place in the Croatian territory for many
decades with varying intensity. Contact between the Bri-
tish or American variant of English and Croatian in Eu-
rope has been indirect, initially coming via German as
the intermediary language, and later realized even more
efficiently via the mass media (written media like news-
papers, magazines, books, computers and then increas-
ingly the spoken media such as the radio, television, film,
multimedia, etc.). The other type of language contact be-
tween English and Croatian, direct contact, taking place
when Croatian-speaking immigrant communities come
into contact with the English language in countries where
English has first-language status (mainly the USA and
Australia) is not the subject of this study. If compared, an
analysis of intermediary contact is more limited, as inter-
mediary borrowing usually remains restricted to words,
so that the central subject of research is the word25. In
this study we would like to point out that the influence is
not only restricted to words, even language manners are
changing. The notion »language manners« or »manners
in language« is the translation of the German expression
sprachliche Manieren26 and it is in fact the way we talk
or more formally the language behaviour. Due to the fact
that even language manners in Croatian are changing
under the American influence, some authors speak about
the Americanization27 of the Croatian language.
The influence of the German language on Croatian di-
minished gradually after World War II when the role of
the intermediary was increasingly taken over by the
mass media, with the spoken media becoming prevalent
over the written as a result of technical development.
Some early anglicisms in Croatian vocabulary and
also in Slovene vocabulary28 undoubtedly testify to Ger-
man influence in their form and meaning. In certain
English borrowings Croatian distinguishes double pho-
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nological forms and double spellings for sport/{port and
sprint/{print. The pronunciations with /{p/ are the result
from the transfer from English via German and the di-
rect spoken contact between German and Croatian.
Similarly, the morphological forms of some borrowed
verbs show German influence sharing certain elements
with their German counterparts which the original Eng-
lish verbs lack:
Eng.: camp Ger.: kamp-ier-en Cro.: kamp-ira-ti
Eng.: train Ger.: train-ier-en Cro.: tren-ira-ti
The singular form of the noun keks follows the Ger-
man model der/das Keks with the English plural form
cakes misinterpreted as singular both in Croatian and
German.
Some semantic changes were also influenced by the
German language. Thus, the mentioned keks was adap-
ted in the meaning of »a small thin dry biscuit« as it was
in German, while in English cake denotes »a soft sweet
food made by baking dough in an oven« as it is explained
in Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary, 2005.
The anglicism bar in Croatian is widely used in the
additional sense of a »night-club«, which was taken over
from German and does not seem to be recorded in Eng-
lish dictionaries. The noun smoking is also used in the
sense of a »dinner jacket« in Croatian and in German,
whereas the English meaning of smoking jacket is quite
different: »man’s comfortable jacket worn in the past, of-
ten made of velvet« according to Oxford Advanced Lear-
ner’s Dictionary, 2005. In all languages, and Croatian is
no exception, the need to designate new, unknown ob-
jects, persons, places or concepts arises when contact
with another culture has been established, and with it
the necessity to fill lexical gaps in the vocabulary. Lexical
gaps may be filled by forming a new word out of already
existing elements i.e. by resorting to the word-forma-
tional means of the language, by borrowing a word from
a foreign language, or by changing the meaning of an ex-
isting word in the language or adding another sense to its
old meaning. So, whenever the need for a new word ap-
pears, contact with another culture or speakers could
just make one up. Yet, in most cases, instead of forming
words and other vocabulary items using the resources of
their own language, they simply add to the number of
words in the lexicon by borrowing vocabulary from an-
other language.
The rate of borrowing from foreign languages (in Cro-
atian mainly from German, Italian, English, Latin, Greek
and Serbian) depends on various historical, political, so-
cial and cultural factors, and has therefore rarely been
constant. Loans from one language may come flooding in
during one period and practically stop during another, so
that they are quite often classified as linguistic trendi-
ness and snobbery29,30. Anglicisms trickled into the Cro-
atian lexicon in the past but have come pouring since
World War II to a very high extent nowadays.
Impact of modern technology on the Croatian
language
Technology is an important driver of linguistic change.
For decades English has dominated all the areas of infor-
mation technology (IT). Modern information and com-
munication technology (ICT) is the basis of globalization
and has largely contributed to English becoming a global
lingua franca. ICT has a great impact on people’s inter-
action, on their information exchange. Computer medi-
ated communication (CMC) and the Internet are bring-
ing some radical changes to the use of language, and they
happen with unprecedented rapidity. One year on the
Net is said to be the equivalent to seven years elsewhere,
which explains the rapidity of language change intro-
duced by new technology. Computers and the Internet
are now among leading lexical growth areas31.
The influence of modern technology (Internet, e-mail,
SMS) has motivated a highly abbreviated communicative
style as shown in the following typical examples:
»If i were u, i would pass the exam.«
»We didn’t know it B4.«
»Fees are paid @ the end of the course.«
Americanization of the Croatian language
and language manners
The present situation in Croatia is characterized by
an openness to Angloamericanisms such as there has
never been before. The massive import of Angloamerican
words can be a result of the wish to keep up, after a long
period of relative isolation and one expression of the
much desired westernization32.The reaction to all this
can be concern or disgust leading to demands to puristic
language legislation, or to letters to the editor trying to
tone down the concern emphasizing, often in an indirect
and ironic way, that the danger is or is not as great as
some people make it out to be and there is no real reason
for worry. An extract from a Croatian newspaper article
follows making fun of the topic:
Hrvatski jezik nije igra~ka za nadobudne dipl. ingove
gramatike i pravopisa, ve} jedna vrlo serious matter, koja
tra`i i serious approach. Umjesto da, kao so far, o sibilari-
zaciji i palatalizaciji odlu~uju kojekakvi self declared
stru~njaci, Ministarstvo znanosti i obrazovanja, Mini-
starstvo kulture, Akademija, Croatian Matrix i ostali na-
tional institutions trebali bi na brain stormingsima (stor-
mingima?,storminzima?, stormingovima?) okupiti naj-
bolje stru~njake i znalce, koji }e na team-buildingu izabra-
ti top-class team managera i suvremenim science-meto-
dama pri}i izradi pravopisa kao high-priority projectu.
Teammanager trebao bi stoga izvu}i svoj expert-team iz
pra{njavih bidermayer officea Akademije na ulicu, gdje se
tim jezikom govori i razgovara. Nakon creative meetinga
na{i bi language-manageri mogli, recimo, oti}i na squash
ili, even better, na after work party, promociju nouveau cui-
sine u nekoj trendovskoj fancy enoteci, launch nekog novog
made-in-Croatia proizvoda ili kakav drugi social event, te
uz kratke coffee-breakove, finger-food i laganu lounge-mu-
sic oslu{kivati zvonki hrvatski downtown-language, `ivi
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jezik billboardova, bubble-partyja, reality-showova, beauty-
-contesata, green-roomova i backstageova.
Shvatit }e tada da kako je potpuno same the difference
mijenja li se u tim screeninzima »g« u »z«.
Source: Globus, 17.01.2006., Boris De`ulovi}, Kolu-
mna ugovor s |avlom: Lektori na rubu `ivaca: hrvatski
se ka`e screenings, ne screeninzi
(Croatian is not a toy for the engineers of grammar and or-
thography but a very serious matter demanding a very serious
approach. Palatalization and sibilarization should not have been
discussed as so far by self declared experts, Ministry of Science
and Education, Ministry of Culture, Academy, Croatian Matrix
and other national institutions should at brain stormings (stor-
mingima?, storminzima?, stormingovima?) collect the best ex-
perts who will at the team-building choose a top class manager
and start the creation of the new orthography as a high priority
project supported by contemporary science-methods.
The team manager should call his expert-team out of dusty
bidermayer offices of the Academy to the street where the re-
spective language is used. After the creative meetings our lan-
guage-managers could leave for squash, or, even better, for an af-
ter work party, or the promotion of nouveau cuisine in a trendy
fancy wine boutique, or a launch of a new made-in-Croatia prod-
uct or some other social event, and by short coffee-breaks, finger
food and relaxed lounge-music listen to the sweet-sounding Cro-
atian downtown-language, the language of billboards (billboar-
dova), bubble-parties (bubble-partyja), reality-shows (reality sho-
wova), beauty-contests (beauty contesata), green-rooms (green-
-roomova) and backstages (backstageova).
Then I’ll understand it’s completely same the difference if in
those screenings (screeninzima) »g« is transformed into »z«.
Source: Globus, 17.01.200., Boris De`ulovi}, Column Con-
tract with the Devil: Language Editors Facing a Nervous Break-
down: Croatian form is screenings, not screeninzi.
The USA is spreading its political, military, economic,
scientific, artistic and cultural mission throughout the
world. Americanization is defined as a process of making
sb. or sth. American in character according to Oxford
Dictionary, 2005. Why do we discuss the Americanization
of the Croatian language? Language change is occuring
increasingly under the influence of globalization, which
is like already previously mentioned, introduced and pro-
moted especially as »the U.S. brand«. Consequently, it in-
cludes the use of Angloamericanisms – a word, phrase or
spelling that is, in our case, mostly typical of the Ameri-
can variant of English used in other languages as ex-
plained in Oxford Dictionary, 2005. Therefore we speak
about Angloamericanisms and Americanization. Such a
contact basically consists of contrasting a lexical element
from the donor with its borrowed counterpart in the re-
ceptor language. However, our analysis shows that be-
sides lexis, language manners are also being changed.
The mentioned factors affect the Croatian language
and language manners resulting in the increased use of
Angloamericanisms, which deserves a special attention
within the field of languages in contact.
Americanization of teenage language
and language manners
The adoption of American language manners is espe-
cially evident in young persons. Being different is a char-
acteristic feature of the younger generation which they
express through language33. In the period after the eight-
ies of the twentieth century the language of the younger
generation can be defined as the projection and product
of the media implemented in their communication. Ame-
ricanization as the product of the media is particularly
evident in the field of trivial culture finding expression in
video-trash and superficial pop-music typical of the »red-
-carpet« civilization. The younger generation especially
is exposed to the media and is absorbing almost every-
thing with no selection just in order to build their own
(sub)culture and to be different.
The reason for concern lies in the fact that the youn-
ger generation of today will be a middle aged generation
in a few decades and it is very probable that they will
continue to use plenty a lot of Angloamericanisms.
Regarding language manners, the young generation
uses the exclamation »oops!« instead of the Croatian
passé form »opa!« Very common is also the typically
American exclamation »Wow!« expressing admiration or
great surprise. If someone pays you a compliment and
says, for example, »You’re looking great today!« the an-
swer in the American way and also Croatian will be
»Thank you!« instead of the old-fashioned one »Oh, it’s
just a new dress, the rest is all old stuff.« It can also hap-
pen that a shop-assistant wishes you »a nice weekend« on
Friday afternoon. Not rarely you can be asked when
shopping »How are you today?« without meaning that
the shop-assistant is really interested in your condition.
A very common greeting form when starting conversa-
tion among youth is »(H)ej!« reminding us of American
greeting »Hi!« The Croatian form »U`ivajte!« very fre-
quently used nowadays among the younger generation is
the translation of »Enjoy (yourself)«! and we assume that
it is a replacement for »Prijatno!« the previously used
out-of-date form originating from Serbian. If we want to
describe the lexis, it is almost impossible because it is
constantly being changed. In teenage language there is a
tendency to shared insinuations and hyperbolization34
and that through support of super, totalno, mega, as e.g.:
super totalno cool.
»To ti je fuuul zabavno.« (»That’s fuuul funny.«)
Changes of the meaning are also quite widespread. If
someone is called bonsai, the person’s small stature is
meant and not the plant.
The syntactic level abounds in code-switching, i.e.
some English elements are inserted within the sentence.
»Ti me stresira{ s tim tvojim baby licem.«
(»You’re stressing me with your baby face.«)
»Nakon radnog dijela }emo se minglati.«
(»After the official part we are going to mingle.«)
»Tinkali smo o tome cijelo vrijeme.«
(»We’ve been thinking about it all the time«.)
One of the basic reasons for the use of Angloamerica-
nisms in teenage language is as mentioned above the
wish to be different. Augenstein35 thinks that »Angli-
cisms are used in the most efficient way in relation to
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grown-ups with no or poor competence of English.« Thro-
ugh Angloamericanisms the young want to demonstrate
mostly their cultural or some other specialist knowledge.
Angloamericanisms should on the one hand show that
they are original, which cannot be opposed. Their origi-
nality lies in the exotic presentation of trivial things.
Here we can differentiate between the examples with the
general influence of English and those which reproduce
the specific speech patterns of Anglophone teenagers.
The examples with the general influence of English are:
»Ona je uvijek trendovski fancy sku`irana.«
(»She’s always in a trendy fancy outfit.«)
»Moram na}i neki job.« (»I must find some job.«)
»Ovo je tako boring.« (»That’s so boring.«)
The examples which reproduce the specific speech
patterns of Anglophone teenagers follow here:
»Vidi je chubby.« (»Look at her chubby.«)
»Oooo, tako je cute.« (»Oooo, she’s so cute.«)
»Hellooo, whatever, ne zanima me ~ovje~e!«
(»Hellooo, whatever, it doesn’t interest me, man!«)
»Ne mogu believe it.« (»I cannot believe it.«)
»To ti je ve} good thinking.« (»That’s good thinking.«)
»Dok je iskra u o~ima, nema beda.« (Magazine »Bravo«)
(»While there is a spark in the eyes, there’s no bad.«)
Sometimes complete sentences are taken over:
»Where are you going?«
»I’m sleepy.«
»See you, don’t wonna be you.«
»Don’t worry, be happy!«
On the other hand the aim is to share and to elaborate
the common knowledge with their peers. They take over
the original phrases from movies, videos and songs into
the mother tongue. The media offer and present the lan-
guage and the young population adopts it. However, they
do not learn it according to existing rules as is the case
with foreign language acquisition in school by the pro-
cess of foreign language teaching. The current style of
communication through SMS or e-mails and advertising
as well accelerates changes and increases the number of
Angloamericanisms in teenage language. The crucial cha-
nge lies in the fact that in a very short period of time as
much information as possible can be expressed and trans-
mitted. The conciser the phrases, the easier they can be
adopted and used in everyday teenage language. Some
other typical examples from teenage language follow.
The sources are written (magazines) and spoken media
(TV):
»Ti si pristalica make overa.«
(Croatian TV – NP, 12.03.06) (»You’re a supporter of
make over.«)
»Gay is okay.« (Magazine »Bravo«)
»Ona je prili~no bossy i uvijek fancy obu~ena.«
(Croatian TV – serial) (»She’s pretty bossy and always
fancy dressed.)«
»Jako je fashion ova predstava.« (Croatian TV – Shpitza)
(»This show is very fashion.«)
»Ovdje mo`ete chattati s va{im favoritima.«
(Croatian TV – Shpitza) (»You can chat here with your fa-
vourites.«)
Americanization of specialist languages
and advertising
The language of technology and scientific develop-
ment and the economics comprises, in fact, specialist lan-
guages which we are not going to analyze one by one in
this paper. The fact is that specialist languages in Cro-
atian are and will continue to be and to come under
strong American influence.
Here are examples from the Croatian language of
medicine.
»Frovatriptan predstavlja pogodan izbor za pacijente
koji imaju ~este rebound glavobolje.« (Medix, 07/05, 59, 61)
(»Frovatriptan is a convenient choice for patients with
frequent rebound headache.«)
»Tvrtka Genzyne je objavila da su rezultati 4. faze (tzv.
post approval) dobro prihva}eni.« (Medix, 12/04., 56/57, 28)
(»Genzyne company has published that the results of 4.
stage (post approval) are well accepted.«)
»No, bez obzira na vrstu, peeling uvijek ima isti cilj.
Ku}ni peelinzi su znatno slabije koncentracije.
(Vita, 131, 02,05.) (»Regardless the kind, peeling always
has the same aim. House peelings have a weaker concen-
tration.)
»Potrebno je izbaciti triggere, izbjegavati stresove i
provoditi ujedna~eni ritam `ivota.« (Medix, 07/05, 59, 95)
(»It’s necessary to throw out the triggers, to avoid stress
and to perform a balanced life rhythm.«)
»To su pacijenti koji boluju od »border line« tipa pore-
me}aja osobnosti.« (Medix, 07/05, 59, 83)
(»Those are the patients suffering from »border line« type
of troubled personality.«)
In the area of diplomacy the current situation in Cro-
atian is riddled with pseudoanglicisms, which is a result
of the indirect American influence.
»Zahvaljuju}i monitoringu nema opasnosi od ne`elje-
nih efekata.« (Dnevnik, Croatian TV, 14.02.06)
(»Thanks to monitoring there is no danger of side effects.«)
»Tijekom screeninga bit }emo pod stalnim nadzorom
nadle`nih tijela u Bruxellesu.«
(Daily newspaper Novi List, 17.02.06.) (»During the screen-
ing we’ll be under the permanent supervision of the au-
thorized bodies in Brussels.«)
The tourist industry being one of the most important
economic factors in the global market also tries to attract
potential customers through a lot of of Angloameri-
canisms which are expected to achieve recognizability, a
high quality supply and service and profitability on the
very competitive tourist market.
»Efikasan room service treba po~istiti posu|e nakon
zavr{enog boravka.«
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(Magazine Hospitality and Tourism, (UT) 2/2002.) (»An ef-
ficient room service should clean the dishes after the stay.«)
»Nakon dolaska stop-bukinga, zaustavili smo prodaju.«
(UT, 1/2003) (»Upon the arrival of stop-bookings, we
stopped the selling.«)
»Prevladavaju}i je trend on line ~artera.« (UT, 1/2003)
(»Trend of on line charters prevails.«)
»Ipak lodge sustav ima i nedostataka.« (UT, 2/2003)
(»However, the lodge system has some deficiencies.«)
»Broj fast food korisnika pokazuje lagani porast.«
(UT, 3/2005) (»The number of fast food users shows a
slow increase.«)
If analyzed at the syntactic level, the last two sen-
tences show a deviation from the Croatian word order in
apposition and object in genitive. In the sentence »Ipak
lodge sustav ima i nedostataka.« (»However, the lodge
system has some deficiencies.«), the correct form accord-
ing to Croatian grammar would be »sustav lodge« be-
cause in Croatian the noun functioning as an attribute
precedes the noun.
In the sentence »Broj fast food korisnika pokazuje
lagani porast.« (»The number of fast food users shows a
slow increase.«), the object in the genitive is replaced by
the syntagm following the English model »broj fast food
korisnika« instead of »korisnici fast fooda« (with an –a
ending of declination) or »korisnici (restorana) fast food«.
These examples show that English has an impact on the
syntax – on the deep structure of the Croatian language,
which can be a reason for concern.
The field of advertising is also overcrowded with
Angloamericanisms; very often complete syntagms are in
English.
Nokia – Connecting People
Honda – The Power of Dreams
Natuzzi – The Way You Live
Raiffeisen – Jazz & Funky tarifa (Jazz & Funky tariff)
Kozmo – dani new look-a! (days of new look)
Beko – Smart Choice
Impact of political correctness on Croatian
When discussing Americanization of the Croatian
language the influence of the American political correct-
ness as a linguistic concept has to be mentioned, too. Po-
litical correctness is used in order to improve the world
and to make it a nicer place for living.
Its major features are marked by a typically progres-
sive orthodoxy on issues involving race, social life, gender
policy and ecology.
According to Andrews36, using »inclusive« and »neu-
tral« language is based upon the idea that »language rep-
resents thought, and may even control thought«; per the
Sapir–Whorf hypothesis, a language’s grammatical cate-
gories shape the speaker’s ideas and actions37, although
Andrews says that moderate conceptions of the relation
between language and thought are sufficient to support
the »reasonable deduction« of »cultural change via lin-
guistic change«.
The usage of political correctness is in fact the appli-
cation of inoffensive language whose goal is multifold:
1. The rights, opportunities, and freedoms of certain
people are restricted because they are reduced to a
stereotype.
2. Stereotyping largely is implicit, unconscious, and fa-
cilitated by the availability of pejorative labels and
terms.
3. Rendering the labels and terms socially unacceptable,
people then must consciously think about how they
describe someone unlike themselves.
4. When labelling is a conscious activity, the described
person’s individual merits become apparent, rather
than his or her stereotype.
The Croatian examples that follow are not directly
American input, but they are created under the influence
of political correctness of the American origin:
»Romi« is used instead of »Cigani«,
»djeca sa samo jednim roditeljem« (»children with
just one parent«) instead of »vanbra~na djeca« (»illegiti-
mate children«),
»osobe s posebnim potrebama« (»people with special
needs«) instead of »invalids«,
»Down is beautiful« according to »Black is beautiful«,
»ekosistem« (»ecosystem«) should express that we are
aware of environmental problems; the old fashioned ex-
pression »gospo|ica« (»miss«) is for example very rarely
used nowadays because it is not desirable to make differ-
ence between married and unmarried female persons.
Conclusion
Croatian, like most other European languages, first
came into linguistic contact with the British variant of
English. The role of the American variant of English as a
donor language to Croatian proved to be especially inten-
sive after World War II, and particularly so in the four
last decades of the 20th century. In the last two decades
globalization has become omnipresent. Globalization be-
ing, in fact, Americanization, is spread via the mass me-
dia and its influence is evident in current Croatian, not
only at the lexical level, but also in language manners
and at the syntactic level having an impact on the deep
structure of the Croatian language. This study describes
of the new trends in Croatian language caused by global-
ization and the omnipresent American influence. A rea-
son for concern lies in the fact that English has an impact
on the syntax – on the deep structure of the Croatian lan-
guage and also in the absence of assimilation of the mass
influx of Angloamericanisms, which can cause anarchy in
the recipient language.
Cooperation between experts in linguistics and poli-
tics is suggested in order to define a suitable attitude to-
wards the new trends in current Croatian originating
mainly from the USA.
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S A @ E T A K
SAD {ire svoju politi~ku, vojnu, gospodarsku, znanstvenu, umjetni~ku i kulturnu misiju {irom svijeta. Ovim se radom
nastoji ukazati na amerikanizaciju hrvatskoga jezika naro~ito izra`enu u novim jezi~nim manirama, u jeziku mladih,
jeziku struke, podru~ju reklame i u politi~koj korektnosti. Dok amerikanizacija s jedne strane oboga}uje hrvatski jezi~ni
korpus, s druge se strane uo~ava trend promjene dubinske jezi~ne strukture, koja negativno utje~e na hrvatski jezik.
Pozitivne aspekte treba podr`ati, a negativne svesti na najmanju mjeru, pri ~emu je nu`na suradnja jezikoslovaca i
politi~kih ~imbenika.
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